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It is estimated that m twenty
years from this time this country
must have 70,000,000 head of cattle to allow of the present per capita consumption of beef.
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No, dear reader, Sparks is no
lost sight of in the midst of th
work norr going on to help out tin
welfare of the beef producer. Tht
western man will pay his respects
to Mr. Sparks during the coming
session of Congress, It is hoped
in the near future that you will
have an opportunity of submitting
your proof for the acquirement of
a title to your homestead without
being called a thief and a liar by
the head of the land department of
our government. New Mexico
Stock Grower.
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reneral convention of
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s

of the stock' interests of all
actions to meet at some available
point in the Territory for the purpose of drafting such laws as would,
in their opinion, rectify such deficiencies as the last two years
to exist in our present live
stock laws. By the admission of
no representative except those duly
accredited by the organized livo
stock associations of the Territory
to express their views and represent them, such a convention would
be endowed with an influence which
would command the respect of the
Territorial Legislature, and insure
from that body a careful and patient consideration of any measures
relating to live stock matters that
it might present. Selected, as ther
delegates would be, by the different
associations of the Territory, its
character would not be susceptible
of the charge so often made against
such conventions that it was composed of the rich, and for the rich,
and that the small fry had no show
or share in the results of its deliberation. Each association, if it
deemed proper, could fully and distinctly instruct its representatives-a,to its views and wishes on the
subjects to be considered by
and by such means a
general expression of the sentiments of the stockmen of the entire Territory could be obtained,
have-show-

n
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Dallas (Tex.) of the 15th inst.
says the meeting of the Texas Live
stock Association in this city ore
the 15th of January will be the
most important meeting of the sort
ever held in this State, and will in
all probability be the most numer
ously attended, as it comes at a
crisis in the affairs of the Texas
cattle business involving the solution of several questions of vital
importance to that 'brtinch of industry. For the purpose of im- pressing the importance of the
meeting upon the minds of stockmen all over the State, and securing as large an attendance as possible, and at the same time mapping out a programme for the meet- - '
ing and making arrangements for
the entertainment of the visitors,.
Col. C. C. Slaughter, Col. John N.
Simpson, Gen. W. B. Gano. iiud
several other prominent cattlemen
of the city, held an informal meeting. It was decided to extend invitations to the working members
of the Central Texas Cattle Association, the Pecos Association, the
Northwest Texas Association, and
all other cattle associations in the
State, to meet with the Texas Live
Stock Association in a sort of Congress, not only for the purpose of
discussing matters of moment" to
the cattlemen of the State, but for
the purpose of agreeing upon a line
of policy to be pursued by Texas
in the International Range Association, which will meet in Denver in
February. The gentlemen thought
by this means they could secure
the attendance of 500 men at the
very lowest estimate. They thought
business would be facilitated by
having the proceedings of each day
to begin with an address or essay
by some person competent to handle the matter upon one of the following subjects : ''The Lease Law
"Contagious
its
Cause and Prevention ;" "Splenic
Fever, its Causes, Preyention and
Treatment;" "Quarantine Laws;"
"An Outlet for Texas Beef;" "The
Best Types of Beef Breeds." The
address or essay to be followed-ban interchange of ideas on the subject treated of until noon, the afternoon session to be devoted to
other business. In order to arouse
thought the gentlemen decided that
it would be well to offer 'a handsome premium for the best essay on
each of the subjects mentioned, so
that the Convention may get illumination from outside talent.
A
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ing laws affecting the stock interests of the Territory are inadequate
to meet the ends for which they
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